A novel adaptive technique is proposed for the complex-valued Modified Probabilistic Neural Network (MPNN). The adaptive feature is desirable when using the MPNN in channel equalization to track time-varying channels. The MPNN is initially trained using the clustering technique. When training is completed, the network is switched to decision directed mode and the network parameters are adapted using stochastic gradient-based algorithms in an unsupervised manner. Simulations show that the equalizer was able to efficiently equalize 4-QAM symbol sequences transmitted through nonlinear, slowly time-varying channels.
Introduction
The Modified Probabilistic Neural Network (MPNN), unlike the Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP), the Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN) or many other commonly used neural networks, is a memory-based network. Training does not involve adjusting its weights through a minimum error cost function at each iteration. Rather, the input-output relationship of the training data pairs is "remembered" and generalized through creating and clustering of centers and assigning appropriate weight for each center. When training is complete, given an evaluation input vector, the network structure generates an approximation to the maximal likely output in a Bayesian sense. The input-output mapping is non-linear. Therefore it can be used like many other neural networks in channel equalization problems for dealing with non-linear channels. For the application of digital channel equalization, the MPNN needs to be extended to operate with complex signals, as well as to be able to adapt to slowly time-varying channels. The Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and the Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN) have attracted attention as feasible solutions to equalization of non-linear channels. The MLP has been demonstrated to outperform most conventional receivers in terms of error probability and meansquare error [l], however it suffers from long training time and undesirable local minima. The RBFN on the other hand can be constructed to have an equivalent structure to an optimal Bayesian solution symbol-decision equalizer for binary signals [2] . It also has faster training and has better performance in terms of bit error rate (BER), because the cost function can be designed to minimize the total bit error rather than the mean square error [2] . The MPNN being structurally very similar to the RBFN, has most of the advantages that an RBFN equalizer has to offer. On top of that, for varying channels, the MPNN gives a more stable performance. This is demonstrated in the simulation.
Complex-valued MPNN
The MPNN was developed by Zaknich et a1 [3,4], inspired by Specht's work on Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) [5] . Its basic structure (see Figure 2 ) directly simulates the Bayesian estimation theory. Network reduction is achieved through a k-means like clustering method, by grouping together centers that are close to each other, In channel equalization, clustering reduces the effect of noise. Modification to enable the network to process complex signals is simple. The only requirement is to replace the vector transpose operation with the Hermitian operation in the kernel function. This is detailed in the following section.
The Channel Equalization Problem
Consider an i.i.d. M-ary symbol sequence { Sk} is being transmitted through a dispersive channel h (see Figure 1) . When the channel transfer function is linear, the output of the channel is the convolution of the input sequence s k with h (U = s k * h). 
The Complex-valued MPNN Equalizer
The training of the MPNN requires only a onepass training. During training, the network stores the training input vectors as centers of the network. These centers are assigned the values of the desired output. During classification, the "closeness" of a test input vector to each of the centers is determined via the kernel function. The output associated with the center closest to the input vector hence is the most likely output. It is said, therefore, that the network approximates an optimal Bayesian solution.
In equalization, the input, x, is taken as the last m sequence of the channel output.
Suppose y is the output to be estimated. Using a statistical model, vector x can be treated as random variable with a conditional probability of x given y. During training the a priori distribution of y is specified based on what is known about y. It is then possible to obtain the conditional distribution of y given x. During classification phase, current data updates are used to yield posterior information about y.
Specht [6] has given the general regression equation of the scalar output y given an input vector random variable x as expressed by (2) .
Where p(x, y) is the joint continuous probability density function. This is estimated a posteriori from the training set (xn, yn).
The equation is derived via a semiparametric technique using the Parzen-Rosenblatt density estimator [7] . The key to this formulation is the kernel function, which has the underlying properties associated with a probability density function.
The final estimator equation is given in (3), which includes a clustering variable Zi. Without center clustering, the equation is also known as the Nadaraya-Watson Regression Estimator [7] . The kernel function shown in (4), has been formulated to accommodate for complex input vectors and complex outputs.
With the m-dimensional complex vector input x and complex output y implementing a mapping 
Unsupervised Clustering of Centers
Learning involves the clustering of centers c, and the assignment of an appropriate weight y, and smoothing parameter 0, to each center.
The clustering method is similar to the k-means clustering. Close centers that are mapped to the same output are clustered together to form one new center. The location of the new center is the mean of all the centers being clustered. The total number of centers belonging to this new center is Z,. As a result, a smaller network size can be re- 
Complex Stochastic Gradient Adaptation
This section of the paper deals with adapting the MPNN equalizer to slowly time varying channels. The equalizer is in decision directed (DD) mode. The output of the equalizer is compared to its closest signal constellation. The difference is the error. The parameters of the equalizer are adjusted to this error term.
For convenience let us rewrite the estimation equation and denote the numerator term as 'b' and the denominator term as 'a'.
Real and imaginary term of a variable are denoted by the subscript R and I respectively.
The error term E(k) is complex.
The objective J is to minimize the square of both the real and the imaginary error components E(k).
(9)
J is a non-constant real-valued function. Its complex derivative is not defined. We can however calculate its gradient with respect to the network's free parameters (yi, G, 0 : ) by using the following equations. Initially, the parameters of the RBFN had been were ( sl=l+j ; s2=l-j ; s3=-l+j ; s4=-1-j I. The tuned to give an almost perfect equalization slowly time varying channel had a transfer func-(without any miss-classification). This can be tion: observed in Figure 4a . For the first 100 symbols
Or so the rate was low' The MPNN trained only with the clustering technique also gave an almost perfect equalization.
Simulation Results
where t = k / baud rate
The non-line&y was modeled by a third order ve
For the RBFN, as the location Of the received signal drifted from its original position, the input Volterra non-linearity and the noise was ad of the equalizer was no longer close to any centers. The overall output of the radial basis functions quickly converged to zero and produced
Gaussian white noise
A plot of the received symbols is shown in Figure Figure 4b that MPNN retains its ability to equalizer the channel. Please note that the vertical scales in Figure 4a and 4b are different. The dimension of the input of the equalizer, m, is chosen to be 2 and the noise variance to be 0.03. 300 samples of random training data were found to be adequate to train the network. The channel characteristic was continuously changing. New errors were introduced at any time induced by the slowly drifting channel states. Therefore, the instantaneous error can best represent the effectiveness of the equalizer. The error was measured as the sum of squared distance of both real and imaginary parts from the original symbol. 
Conclusion
In the simulation, MPNN was tested on a loworder, non-linear and slowly time-varying channel and has exhibited good performance. For higher order channels with greater signal alphabet size, the system can suffer from the curse of dimensionality requiring a great number of centers.
A center reduction technique for the MPNN is proposed in [9] to tackle this problem. Good tracking behavior of the MPNN equalizer was demonstrated for slowly drifting channel states. However, as with all adaptive systems, the parameter learning rates must be chosen so that they are small enough for the system to converge and are large enough so that the rate of adaptation is greater than the rate change.
